Masters of
Competitive
Socialising
Transform your venue.
Transform your revenue.
www.homeleisuredirect.com

Offering multi-award winning service and exclusive access to leading
manufacturers, we’re passionate about helping you find the highest
quality and most exciting competitive socializing products.
We’ve been supplying industry-leading products for over a decade and
our expert commercial team love talking about how games and activities
can boost revenues, increase dwell time and really help your business
stand out. Our team is happy to assist you from initial enquiry, through
to purchase, delivery and product servicing.
Our award winning website carries a wealth of information to allow you
to make an informed choice. There is plenty of buying advice, should you
need a helping hand, along with lots of product images and videos.

We are proud to represent the following brands exclusively in the UK:
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Visit Our
Showrooms
Our sales office and three large showrooms display a wide range of our
commercial products such as contactless pool tables, Digipool, arcade
machines, shuffleboard tables, pinball machines, table tennis tables and
much more.
We have a wide range of finance, leasing and rental options available on
our products. Have a chat with our commercial team on
01454 413636 or 0800 622 6464 to find out more.
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Patented Contactless
Payment Solutions
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Contactless is the Future

2018 was the first year where more transactions were made using debit card
payments than cash. In fact, contactless transactions increased 95%.
With this in mind, we have designed our contactless range of pool tables
to make payments quicker and easier for your customers, giving increased
revenues and a choice of three models:
The Signature Vantage Pool Dining Table is an ideal space saving solution for
food venues that also want to maximise dining space and also attract pool
table revenue.
The Signature Tournament provides the classic “pub” style pool table design
in a range of versatile finishes to compliment any venue’s style.
The Signature Patriot offers a tournament grade American pool experience
that is easily accessible to a variety of players at an unrivalled price.

The Results Speak for Themselves

Businesses with contactless pool tables benefit from average takings of £32
per day, versus an industry average of £14 per day for cash tables. That’s
an increase of over 120%. This boost in gameplay within these venues has
maximised dwell time and increased wet and food sale takings as a result.

Signature
Tournament

Signature
Vantage

Signature Patriot
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American
Competition Tables

Rasson Victory II

Rasson Ox

American pool has seen a massive resurgence over the last three years. The
larger pockets and faster, more exciting gameplay makes American pool perfect
for competitive venues where customers can showcase their skills.
Rasson’s range of tournament grade tables have taken the American pool world
by storm. These tables are the trusted choice for prestigious competitions like
the Mosconi Cup and the World Cup of Pool.
We have a range of solutions depending on whether you need to accept coins,
cards or even both. We also provide a range of free play tables for you to use
with a timer system.
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Jurassic Park
Pro Pinball
Machine

Pinball
Machines
Stranger
Things Pro
Pinball Machine

Over the past decade, Pinball has seen
an incredible rebirth in the commercial
space. Stern Pinball of Chicago U.S.A
have been at the forefront of this
revolution, releasing multiple brand
new designs every year with the latest
technology, built around the hottest
licenses in the market today.
2019 saw several landmark machines
release including Jurassic Park and even
Netflix’s Stranger Things, all of which are
pulling both casual and pinball fanatics
alike back again and again in their drive
to claim a top score.
New pinball machines are being released
consistently throughout the year, and are
compatible with new coin mechanisms
as well as contactless payment readers.

Also available with
contactless technology
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Shuffleboards
Signature Marlowe

The Signature Marlowe has been our most
popular model for commercial venues
looking to explore shuffleboard. As versatile
as it is good-looking, the Marlowe’s dark
natural oak finish offers classic good looks in 7
different sizes ranging from 9ft to a tournament standard 22ft.
Matching wooden covers can also protect your pristine playing surface when
not in use.
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Hudson

Hudson Shuffleboards are the world’s
premier manufacturer of competition
grade table shuffleboards which is why
they’re showcased at notable venues such as
Electric Shuffle and London Shuffle Club.
Models such as the Hudson Grand Deluxe and the Metro have already proven to be
incredibly popular with venues with their solid wood construction and their perfect
resin-topped playing surfaces, levelled to micrometre precision.
Hudson Shuffleboards are available in a vast range of different styles, lengths,
and additional extras. Whether you choose a smaller 9ft table or a tournament
specification 22ft, Hudson Shuffleboards are sure to give your venue a taste of
class that’s hard to find elsewhere.
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Embracing the Technological Revolution

Digipool turns the traditional game of pool completely on its head with a
brand new, technological revolution in how pool can be played. Digipool can
be integrated into virtually any existing pub pool table set up, giving up to 16
players a range of new and interactive games to play on either the standalone
Digipool kiosk or a wall-mounted screen unit.
Digipool’s competitive interactivity has been an instant
hit, with venues enjoying increased consumer
dwell times as well as food and wet sales.
Digipool is a massive hit with groups
of friends as well as corporate
customers.

Interactive Pool

Also available with
contactless technology
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Interactive Darts
We are excited to be working on a brand new and exclusive interactive darts
experience that will delight darts players of all ages. Bullseye Interactive
Darts is exclusive to us and brings the thrills and laughs of the classic TV
show to venues and pubs everywhere, augmenting this classic game with
unique interactive technology that brings the show to life.
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Custom Jack
Daniels Table

Custom Engraving Available

Football tables provide a compact
way of engaging large groups
of people and are a natural fit in
sporting venues or as a fun activity
for the whole family.

Customisation & Branding

The wide range we have available
includes Jack Daniel’s branded
designs, the Signature Scudetto
and models that can be engraved
with your logo in a variety of
finishes.

Signature Scudetto

Football Tables
Also available with
contactless technology
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BeerPong Pro

The
Beerpong
Pro
combines all of the fun that
beerpong brings to the party with
an interactive, digital twist that is
eye-catching and social media friendly.

Connect Your Customers

The revolutionary table gives players automatic
scorekeeping, music-reponsive LED lighting, bluetooth
capability, an array of colour mood lighting and even an
in-built ball dryer! Beerpong Pro reinvents a party classic into a must have for
vibrant venues catering to millenial and Gen X consumers.
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Arcade Machines
Street
Fighter II

Arcade machines have long been firm
favourites in the commercial space,
with countless classic titles that have
won over thousands of dedicated
fans. Our range of arcade machines
brings new life to these much-loved
games, running the original game
hardware in up-to-date arcade
cabinets.
We are also excited to reintroduce an
old bar classic back to the market with
Nice Cold Beer, allowing customers
to test their skills to earn
beer tokens.

NBA
Jam

Also available with
contactless technology
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Nice
Cold
Beer

Golden Tee 2020
Available for the first time in 10 years, Golden Tee is an industry
favourite and guaranteed earner that’s perfect for a pub setting.
New for this year, Golden Tee 2020 offers upgraded graphics and special
effects, along 81 immaculate courses
allowing players the opportunity to
compete on original, breathtaking
designs around the globe.

Also available with
contactless technology
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Bowlaball
introduces
a brand new twist to a
classic American game.
It’s a sure crowd pleaser
with its easy gameplay,
competitive nature and
is ideal for large mixed
groups of friends or
colleagues alike.
The
machine
is
completely customisable,
available in a range of
colours and can even be
wrapped in any branding
or graphics you’d like.

Also available with
contactless technology
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Duckpin Bowling

Minimum Space, Maximum Fun

Duckpin is the miniature bowling solution that mixes
elements from ten-pin bowling, skittles and similar
games into addictive competitive socialising. Built
by world-renowned bowling experts Brunswick,
Duckpin delivers strike-scoring fun without needing
thousands of square feet or tonnes of complicated
machinery, thanks to innovative pin resetting technology
and a unique ball delivery system.
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Teqball

Introducing the international football
sensation that’s wowed everyone from
Manchester United to Neymar Jr. Teqball
challenges players’ technical ability with
the ball in the air and is a mainstay of football clubs up and down the UK!
Each Teqball table offers a range of five games: Teqball, Teqtennis, Teqvolley,
Qatch and Teqpong. Taking inspiration from table tennis, volleyball, and
more, Teqball is a versatile indoor and outdoor game that brings out the
soccer superstar in any player

Cornilleau Proline 510

Table Tennis

Rasson R100

Table Tennis brings a fast-paced buzz of activity to any venue that’s hard
to beat and we provide a wide range of tables from leading manufacturers.
We offer everything from classic outdoor designs by Cornilleau to Rasson’s
official World Championships of Ping Pong 2020 tables, available exclusively
through us.
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Digital
Selfie Wall
Help your guests create lasting memories with an digital selfie wall.
Whether it’s angels sipping your artisan cocktails or parties frolicking in
a winter wonderland, your venue (and guests!) can be transformed into
almost any exotic setting that they can think of.
Providing the ultimate interactive canvas to share your brand, a digital
selfie wall is a catalyst for increased social media engagement. Theme
your wall to suit your venue’s identity or celebrate special occasions or
seasonal events while showcasing everything you do best.
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Website: www.homeleisuredirect.com
Phone: 0800 622 6464 or 01454 413636
Email: commercial@homeleisuredirect.com
Unit 8 Redhill Farm Business Park, Marshacre Lane,
Elberton, Bristol, South Gloucestershire, BS35 4AL

